
Our five designers have once again brought back some of 

their favorite and most popular prints to create one fabulous 

collection. Here you’ll see some old friends and familiar faces, 

ready for new bright and happy projects. This collection also 

includes nine cotton linen canvases for bags, garments and 

home dec projects. See canvases on following spread.
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30 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints

9 Cotton Linen Canvas prints (70% cotton / 30% linen)

Assortments and precuts do not include canvas.
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RS5016-21M

mystery food | parchment

RS5058-11

typewriters | buttercream

RS5058-12

typewriters | CACTUS

RS5062-12

panda bebe | pottery

RS5062-13

panda bebe | peach blossom

RS5064-12

permanent wave | black

RS5016-23M

mystery food | berry

RS5060-11

nanners | goldenrod

RS5060-13

nanners | rose

RS5064-11

permanent wave | flamingo
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RS5058-12

typewriters | CACTUS

RS5062-13

panda bebe | peach blossom

RS5064-12

permanent wave | black

RS5016-23M

mystery food | berry

RS5060-13

nanners | rose

RS5058-14

typewriters | black

RS5059-11M

rollerskates | buttercream

RS5057-12

mushrooms | peach fizz

RS5057-14

mushrooms | black

RS5057-13

mushrooms | denim

RS5062-14

panda bebe | denim

RS5063-12

wildflowers | black

RS5060-15

nanners | black

RS5061-12

snow leopard | peach fizz

RS5061-11

snow leopard | goldenrod

RS5061-14

snow leopard | black

RS5064-14

permanent wave | denim

RS5065-11

florametry | saddle

RS5059-14M

rollerskates | berry

RS5063-13

RS5065-12

wildflowers | saddle

florametry | warm red

RS5063-14

RS5065-14

wildflowers | florida

florametry | bluebell

RS5016-24

mystery food | bluebell

RS5059-16M

rollerskates | black
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RS5066-11L RS5066-12L RS5066-13L

snip snip canvas | natural snip snip canvas | teal snip snip canvas | black

RS5067-12L RS5067-13L RS5067-14L

tiger stripes canvas | saddle tiger stripes canvas | peach tiger stripes canvas | turquoise

RS5068-11L RS5068-12L RS5068-14L

typewriters canvas | cactus typewriters canvas | merry typewriters canvas | teal

JANUARY 2022 DELIVERY

These nine cotton-linen canvases are perfect for 

bags, aprons, garments, and home dec projects
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